
Northforge At-A-Glance
•   Northforge develops specialized  

innovative software for the 
evolving Network Communications 
sector.

•   Headquartered in North America, 
with a presence in Israel, we are 
globally accessible to all time 
zones.

•   Two Centers of Excellence:  
Network Infrastructure and  
Network Security

•   With an average of 10 years  
of experience, Northforge’s  
developers bring deep  
networking DNA to each project

•   Trusted by 75+ CEOs of OEM  
network communications  
companies

•   Northforge is committed to  
developing the highest quality 
software as measured by  
innovation, high reliability,  
and unsurpassed performance 
standards.

The Expertise Advancing  
Network Communications

Northforge Innovations advances network communications with dedicated 
software development and consulting expertise. We contribute to solving today’s 
critical network communications challenges in two Centers of Excellence: Network 
Infrastructure and Network Security.

Northforge provides the intellectual capital services that enable customers to bring 
innovative products to market for the evolving Network Communications sector. 
Northforge is led by a seasoned and engaged management team that has led 
significant growth in revenue, profit and employee base during the past 10+ years. 

Our team of highly skilled software development experts focus on advancing the 
security, speed and intelligence of packet transmission – the core language of the 
Internet. We hire our own specialists with deep passion and expertise to form the 
intellectual capital we have built over the past decade.

Experience Counts

Northforge employs highly skilled network communications software experts 
providing profound expertise across network communications and data packet 
transmission. Our engineering, technical and project management talent are focused 
on the information packets that are core to today’s digital communications network.
Northforge has assembled a development team that’s recruited from around the 
world.  Our internationally established recruiting network has enabled us to hire the 
best and brightest engineers with dedicated packet transmission domain expertise 
and with an average of 10 years of experience. Their technical expertise extends 
beyond software development services to deliver innovative solutions for the most 
demanding network challenges. 

Headquartered in North America
We’re globally accessible. Our North American headquarters are located in the 
heart of Canada’s Silicon Valley, and with offices in Ottawa, Ontario; Montreal, 
Quebec, and Israel enabling our customers to connect with the Northforge 
development team during their business day. It’s easy to do business with 
Northforge because our locations, language, culture, and Intellectual Property 
(IP) protection, enable smooth project communications, management, and 
development quality.

Our Customers
Our customers enable connectivity through wireless transmission and cloud 
computing, the core of today’s digital communication infrastructure. Trusted by 75+ 
CEOs of OEM network communications companies, Northforge develops innovative 
software and solutions to make our customers’ products faster, more secure and 
more reliable, while reducing their time-to-market and lowering risk. We have 
built a strong foundation of business growth because our customers return for our 
dedicated engineering expertise and software consulting services.

Northforge’s mission is to  
provide software development 

expertise in network  
infrastructure and network 
security that advances the 

security, speed and  
intelligence of packet  

transmission and processing.



 

Our Services
• Software Architecture and 

Design Consultation

• Software Development

Contact Us

Northforge Innovations Inc.

CANADIAN OFFICES
Development Center
72 Laval Street, 3rd Floor
Gatineau, PQ J8X 3H3

Development Center
410 Saint-Nicolas Street, Suite 026
Montreal, QC H2Y 2P5

NORTHFORGE INNOVATIONS  
ISRAEL LTD.
10 Zarchin St.
Ra’anana 4366238
PO Box 4318

USA OFFICE
Sales Office
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Boston, MA 02108
781.897.1727

General Inquiries 819.776.6066
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Customers utilize Northforge to provide the essential ingredients for success by 
leveraging our deep and comprehensive talent and expertise. Our experience 
in solving diverse challenges enables us to succinctly define and document the 
requirements of our engagement with customers. Northforge’s entrepreneurial 
approach enables us to be nimble and flexible in both our thinking and response 
time. We go the extra mile to ensure our customers are completely satisfied with 
their project outcomes and high quality network communication solutions and 
deliverables.

Centers of Excellence

Network Infrastructure
•  Switching Silicon
•  Routing
•  SDN/NFV/VNFs
•  Protocols
    •  Data Plane
    •  Control Plane
•  Network Processors
•  VoIP
•  Signaling
•  Element Management
•  xPON
•  White Box

Network Security
•  IDS
•  DDOS
•  IPS
•  Pattern Matching (DPI)
•  Threat detection and mitigation
•  User Behavior Analytics (UBA)


